The Lick Observatory guide star laser has provided a beacon sufficient to close the adaptive optics loop and produce corrected images during runs in 1996 and 1997. This report summarizes measurements of the wavefront quality of the outgoing beam, photoreturn signal from the sodium beacon, and radiance distribution of the guide star on the sky, and follows with an analysis of the impact of the laser on adaptive optics system performance.
Introduction
Corrected images using laser guide star based adaptive optics system have recently been demonstrated at Lick Observatory [1] . We have performed a number of measurements of the laser beam and the resulting guide star in order to characterize its brightness and intensity distribution
The Lick system is outfitted with a number of diagnostics to observe both near and far field characteristics of the laser. Also, by changing a dichroic in the AO system, we can obtain high resolution images of the guide star spot in the sodium layer. Here, we present the results of guide star measurements taken over the past two years, with an analysis of the guidestar's characteristics on the performance of the AO system. Some straightforward modifications to the laser system are currently planned that should improve the beam quality for this year's AO operations.
The Lick sodium guide star laser and diagnostics system
The Lick laser is a 20 Watts tuned dye laser having a pulse repetition frequency of 1 1 kHz and a pulse width of 150 ns that operates at a frequency in the middle of the sodium D2 line at 0.589 microns. The laser is electro-optically phase modulated to broaden it to 1 .5 GHz line width, producing a spectrum that attempts to address all of the atoms in the Doppler-broadened absorption line of mesospheric sodium, and thereby avoiding saturation effects due to the high peak power of the pulsed laser. We refer the reader to earlier work [2] for more details of this laser system. The laser light is projected from a 30 cm diameter projection optic located off the side of the Shane 3 meter telescope, with 1 meter separation between the output optic and edge of the Shane aperture ( Figure  1 ). The beam itself is square, the shape of the last dye amplifier channel, and has been measured at 14 cm on a side. This is somewhat smaller than can actually be accommodated by the last optic. The laser system contains a diagnostic package that samples some of the outgoing laser light for near and far-field quality, as well as establishes pointing and centering control. The near and far field intensity images are recorded with standard 8-bit digital cameras, and the wavefront phase is measured with a Harimann sensor.
3. Guide star return signal With the laser amplifier operating at 7 Watts, the far field shows some blurring of the central lobe and with some energy entering the next order, particularly in the x direction (this is the direction of the pump light in the amplifier). There is also light beginning to appear in a halo about 4 arcseconds in radius.
(Note that the log scale exaggerates the low level intensities). At this power level, roughly 35% of the energy of the laser is within the central core of the far field spot. This is to be compared with 83%
theoretical maximum in the diffraction-limited case.
At 18 Watts output power, the far field spot shows considerable light in the halo, with spot widening favoring the x direction. At this power level, 25 to 30% of the energy is in the central core. The near field beam shows a slight change to a trapezoidal shape, possibly due to non-uniform thernially induced h)cusing in the amplifier dye cell. One night in October, 1997 was dedicated to observing the laser guide star spot with the receiving telescope. With the dichroic splitter removed from the AO system, the guide star light travels down the science path of the system. A Photometrix visible light CCD was used to take long exposure images at 0.05 arcsecond resolution. Figure 5 Encircled energy of the outgoing laser fr field images (labeled PIB) compared with the long exposure image of the laser guidestar with the receiving telescope (LGS long-exposure). We compare the encircled energies for the outgoing laser profile to that of the observed LGS spot in 6. Impact on system performance Wavefront error depends on guide star spot intensity distribution according to:
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wheref(x,y) is the distribution oflight on the detector (x and y given in units of angle on the sky), SNR is the signal to noise ratio on the detector, d is the Hartmann subaperture size, and is a factor that accounts for AO control loop averaging. The factor in the middle, the ratio of integrals of the light distribution, is a measure of the spot size which has units of angle on the sky. The wavefront error (which is in distance units, depends linearly on the spot size factor and inversely on the brightness (through the signal-to-noise ratio).
There can be significant Strehi improvement by making the spot smaller, as shown in Table 1 where we calculate the spot size factor and error contribution for several guide star cases. A natural star has the smallest spot size error contribution. The measured far-field laser spot at each laser power was convolved with the seeing (star) to get an estimate of the contribution from laser guide star spot size. In the worst case at the 18 Watts level, the laser guidestar spot size factor is almost a factor of 3 larger than that of the natural star. A perfect laser guide star, one with a diffraction-limited square-beam far-field pattern, will have a spot size factor much closer to the ideal natural star case. The wavefront error contributions shown in Table 1 should be compared with the other dominant sources of wavefront error in the Lick AO system: the fitting error (due to the finite number of actuators on the deformable mirror), which is 130 nm rms, and the servo following error which is 180 nm rms (assuming a sampling frequency of fs=200 Hz, and a Greenwood frequency of fg=100 Hz).
Planned improvements to the Lick laser
Improvements to wavefront quality will result in a smaller guide star spot with reduced halo, thereby decreasing the wavefront measurement error term. Our plans are to incorporate what we have learned in developing a second-generation sodium guidestar laser (to be delivered to the Keck Observatory) back into the Lick system. In particular, wavefront quality will be significantly improved by implementing a better method of sending the light through the dye amplifiers. In the new configuration, the beam is reflected once off a wall of the amplifier dye cell rather than going straight through, with the result being that dye medium induced wavefront aberrations tend to average to zero. This geometry also allows a round instead of square beam to pass through the (rectangular shaped) dye cell, which gives a better fill factor on the fmal projecting optic.
Initial measurements of the Keck laser in the laboratory are quite encouraging. Enclosed energy fraction in the central lobe remained above 70% (compared to 30% for Lick and 83% for theoretical diffractionlimited) at full power for the duration of an 8 hour hands-off test run ( Figure 6 ).
The straightforward conversion of the Lick laser to bounce-beam will take place before this summer's runs. The Lick laser presently produces a 050 = 4 arcsecond, 080 = 8 arcsecond spot at 18 watts output power in I arcsecond seeing. 30% of the outgoing energy is in the diffraction-limited core (0.87 arcsecond radius). This yields a 340 nm rms wavefront measurement error contribution (compare to 130 nm of detörmahle mirror wavefront fitting error).
The new bounce-beam amplifier configuration should increase effective spot radiance by a Lictor of 2. This is due to both better beam quality and a larger. round instead of square, beam. This should result in a 150 nm mis wavefront measurement error contribution. Initial results from tests with the Keck laser at high power have demonstrated the ability to put 71% of the energy in the central core.
